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Product name

Description

SKU

CAD

1970 Fiberglass Hood-to-Air Cleaner Baseplate Seal (T/A)

Replacement air cleaner hood to baseplate seal for use with CLICMN1011
1970 'Cuda AAR and 1970 Challenger T/A models which were
equipped with a fiberglass hood.

194.99

1970 Inner Fender Rubber Splash Shields - PR

Replacement inner fender splash shields for all 1970 Mopar CLICME861021
E-Body models. These pieces are mounted to the inner fenders,
and are manufactured out of masticated rubber with stainless
mounting hardware included.

34.99

1970 Rear Upper Shock Plug

Replacement shock plug for all 1970 Mopar E-Body models. This CLICME5048
piece installs on the trunk floor and covers the rear shock access
hole. Two required per vehicle.

24.99

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1970 Tail Lamp Gasket - 3pc

These replacement tail lamp gaskets are laser cut to original CLREMCLR-TLG-0
specifications
05

45.99

1970-1971 Challenger R/T Hood Scoop Gaskets - PR

Replacement hood scoop gaskets for 1970-71 Challenger CLICME861020
models equipped with an R/T style hood. These gaskets are cut
to the correct shape and will seal the area between the scoops
and the hood.

16.99

1970-1971 Shaker Air Cleaner Baseplate Seal

Replacement air cleaner hood to baseplate seal for use with CLREMCLR-SLO-0
1970-71 Mopar E-Body which were equipped with a shaker hood 20

89.99

1970-1974 Ash Tray Bumper - Ea

Factory-style replacement ashtray rubber bumpers for 1970-74 CLICME509
Mopar E-Body models. This bumper measures 7/8" long and
features a 1/2" outer diameter. Sold individually.

3.99

1970-1974 Body & Trunk Plugs

Body and trunk plugs in various sizes for 1960-76 Mopar models. CLICMD2113
Seal your replacement or original floor pans from road debris and
water. Manufactured of rubber for original appearance, fit and
functionRubber trunk plug for 1970-74 B-Body and E-Body
models floor plug is 2-1/8" OD and fits a 1-3/4" hole
(ICMD2115).Trunk plug and special socket plug for 1970-74
Barracuda and Challenger models rubber floor plug fits a hole

4.99
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from 1-13/16" to 1-7/8" (IC539).
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1970-1974 Door Bumper - Ea

Factory-style replacement door rubber bumpers for various CLICMD2067
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles. Various measuring
from 5/8" long, 3/4" high and 1/4" wide. Sold individually.NOTE:
See image for styles.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

3.99

1970-1974 Door Jamb Rubber Seals - PR

Factory-style replacement door jamb rubber "u" seals for 1970-74 CLICME501
Dodge and Plymouth E-Body models. This seal mounts on the
rear top edge of the door at the edge of the door glass to prevent
moisture from entering the door at the glass at the door jamb.
Designed to factory specifications and manufactured in rubber
with proper mounting points to correctly replace the door jamb
rubber "U" seals. Includes mounting screws. Sold as a pair.

59.99

1970-1974 Firewall Washer Grommet

Factory style replacement firewall grommet for all models CLICMD2163
equipped with a foot pump washer pump. Replace your damaged
or missing grommet with a brand new one.

12.99

1970-1974 Fuel Door Bumper - Ea

Factory-style replacement rubber bumpers for 1970-74 Mopar CLICME510
E-Body models. This bumper is for both the glovebox door and
the fuel door. Sold individually.

6.99

1970-1974 Heater Box To Cowl Rubber Seal (w/AC)

Replacement heater box to cowl rubber seal for various 1967-74 CLICMD7088
B-Body, and E-Body models. Manufactured to original
specifications
out
of
the
correct
rubber
material.Applications:1967-70
B-Body
w/o
air
conditioning.1971-74 B-Body with air conditioning.1970-74
E-Body with air conditioning.

29.99

1970-1974 Hood Adjust Bumpers (1 1/4" OD) - Ea

Factory-style replacement hood adjust bumper for 1962-78 A, B CLICMD2078
and E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust
bumper. This bumper features a 1-1/4" outer diameter and is 1/2"
thick. The overall length including the bolt is 1-3/4". Sold
individually.

4.99

1970-1974 Hood Adjust Bumpers (1 3/16" OD) - Ea

Factory-style replacement hood adjust bumper for 1962-78 A, B CLICMD2077
and E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust
bumper. This bumper features a 1-3/16" outer diameter and is
1/2" thick. The overall length including the bolt is 1-3/4". Sold
individually.

7.99

1970-1974 Hood Front Bumper - Ea

Factory-style replacement front hood stop bumper for 1970-74 CLICME512
Challenger models. Designed to factory specifications to correctly
replace the hood stop bumper. Sold individually.

4.99
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1970-1974 Hood Side/Trunk Bumper (Rear/Center Hood) - Factory-style replacement hood rear center hood stop or trunk CLICMD2076
Ea
bumper for all 1968-74 Mopar B and E-Body models. Designed to
factory specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop
bumper. This bumper features a 15/16" outer diameter and
measures 1-1/8" long. Sold individually.

9.99

1970-1974 Hood Side/Trunk Bumper (Stlyle 1) - Ea

Factory-style replacement hood side stop and trunk bumper for CLICMD2075
various 1968-74 Mopar A, B and E-Body models. Designed to
factory specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop or
trunk bumper. Sold individually.

3.99

1970-1974 Hood Side/Trunk Bumper (Style 2) - Ea

Factory-style replacement hood side stop and trunk bumper for CLICMD2074
various 1962-65 Mopar B-Body models and 1968-74 B and
E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications to correctly
replace the hood side stop or trunk bumper. Sold individually.

4.99

1970-1974 Hood To Cowl Seal

Factory-style replacement hood-to-cowl seal for various 1966-70 CLICME535
Mopar B-Body models. This seal helps prevent water and dirt
from entering the engine bay. Manufactured to factory
specifications in proper materials to correctly replace the hood to
cowl seal.

29.99

1970-1974 Hood To Radiator Seal

Factory-style replacement hood-to-radiator seal for 1970-74 CLICME536
Mopar E-Body models. Manufactured to factory specifications in
proper materials to correctly replace the hood to radiator seal.

79.99

1970-1974 License Lamp Lens Gasket

Factory-style replacement license lamp lens gaskets for various CLICMD1651
1965-74 models. Sold individually.

3.99

1970-1974 License Plate Bumper - Ea

Factory-style replacement license plate rubber bumper for all CLICMD2072
1960-74 Mopar A, B and E-Body models.
Sold
individually.NOTE: See image for styles.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

3.99

1970-1974 Molded Door Seal End Caps - PR

Factory-style replacement door seal end caps for various CLICME502
1970-74 Dodge and Plymouth E-Body hardtop and convertible
models. This end cap is mounted to the door edge with screws
and caps off the edge of the door weatherstrip. Designed to
factory specifications for a precise fit, each end cap features a
molded-in steel core (when applicable) and is molded with proper
contours to correctly replace the door seal end cap. Sold as a
pair.

49.99

1970-1974 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR

Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1970-74 Mopar CLICMD4238
B/E-Body models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like
the originals. Sold as a pair.

16.99
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1970-1974 Side Marker Lamp Gasket Set

Replacement side marker lamp gaskets for various 1968-76 A, B CLICME861013
and E-Body models. These gaskets are laser cut to original
specifications for a proper fit. Each set includes enough pieces
for both sides of vehicle
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

29.99

1970-1974 Tail Lamp Gasket Sets

Replacement tail lamp gaskets for various 1965-76 models. CLICME861017
These gaskets are laser cut to original specifications making
them the most correct on the market. Each set contains the
necessary gaskets to repair both tail lamps on one vehicle.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

54.99

1970-1974 Trunk Bumper (Square Type) - Ea

Factory-style replacement trunk bumper for all 1966-74 A, B and CLICMD2081
E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the trunk bumper.
Sold individually.

3.99

1970-1974 Wiper Motor To Cowl Gasket

This replacement wiper motor to cowl gasket is designed to fit all CLICMD600326
1966-76 Mopar A, B, and E-Body models

6.99

1970-1974 Wiper Pivot Gasket Set

Replacement wiper pivot gaskets for all 1971-74 Mopar B-Body CLICMD600325
and 1970-74 E-Body models. These gaskets are manufactured to
the correct original shape to keep water from leaking into the
vehicle.

7.99

1971 Challenger Side Scoop Seals - 2pc

71 Challenger Side Scoop Seals (sold as a pair)

31.99

1971-1974 Inner Fender Rubber Splash Shields - PR

Replacement inner fender splash shields for all 1971-74 Mopar CLICME861022
E-Body models. These pieces are mounted to the inner fenders,
and are manufactured out of masticated rubber with stainless
mounting hardware included.

34.99

1972-1974 Tail Lamp Bezel Gasket (Plastic) - PR

Replacement tail lamp bezel gaskets for 1972-74 Challenger CLICME861032
models. Manufactured in the correct plastic material as originals.

19.99

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Challenger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
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CLREMCLR-SLO-0
30

Canada
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